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Your complete guide to what we can do for you,  

your department and your students
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We believe...
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The quality of education can be revolutionised by 
providing teachers with the very best resources to 
support lesson planning and delivery. 

Materials should support teachers to increase the 
quality and consistency of every lesson for students. 
We want to give teachers back their time, increase 
their enjoyment of the profession to improve 
recruitment and retention, and simultaneously 
improve grades.

Reimagine Education - Presence Learning Winner 2019

Reimagine Education - Presence Learning Winner 2019
ERA Resources of the Year Winner 2018

Lloyds Bank UK SME Company of the Year Finalist 2018
BBA Academic & Education Publisher of the Year Finalist 2018

Global Education GESS Awards Supplier of the Year 2017
BETT Company of the Year Finalist 2019, 2018, 2017

Education Investor Digital Publisher of the Year 2018, 2016
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ERA Resources of the Year Winner 2018

Our method
Even before a teacher begins their working day, they must 
create their own tools. 
 

For every lesson plan, worksheet or presentation a teacher creates, hundreds 
more teachers are doing exactly the same thing, at the same time, across the 
UK. The materials they create add to the thousands of versions that have been 
produced already on the same topic, for the same curriculum.

This happens in every school, and in every department.

There are approximately 6,000 secondary schools in the UK. If 3,000 similar 
worksheets are created in only half those schools by teachers who spend just 
20 minutes on their version, (even if this is just searching for another similar one 
they can adapt), it represents a collective 1,000 man-hours of teacher talent on 
that topic. How could that 1,000 hours be better spent?

3000 
DUPLICATE 
WORKSHEETS

1000

HOURS

=× 20 
MINUTES ×
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Who are PG Online?

We are a group of teachers and school leaders who understand the 
problems of many departments.

We began in 2013, preparing beautiful, carefully devised and contextual lesson content 
to support teachers and reduce the level of duplication in planning the same lessons. We 
wanted our teaching colleagues to feel empowered and excited to teach from our material 
and to inspire students in a way that they don’t always get given the time available for this 
level of planning and preparation. 

Overcoming recruitment issues requires new strategies. Planning can become overwhelming. 
New and non-specialist teachers need genuine mentoring and support in order to improve 
quickly, and cover work can be patchy in quality and robustness. We provide a complete 
consistency to teaching across a whole department that supports and bolsters each teacher’s 
own work and style of delivery in a way that blends effortlessly.

Our resources are now used in well over half of secondary schools in England and in 
domestic and British international schools in over 75 countries worldwide. 
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We are STEM specialists offering support for Science, Design and 
Technology, Maths, Computer Science and Business.

We produce editable teaching resources and textbooks in printed and digital formats for KS3 
to A Level. We work with all major examination boards with official endorsement and approval 
to tailor resources for their courses. 

AQA     Cambridge     OCR     Pearson Edexcel     BTEC
This provides absolute confidence that all areas of each specification have been covered 
to the appropriate depth and that students have been given opportunity to apply their 
knowledge to each learning outcome.

For every objective in every lesson, we provide the following:

 
In just five years, our resources have been recognised by every major educational industry 
awards in the UK and globally.

What we do
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Put us to the test

Free textbooks and resources. No catch. No invoice.

For each exam series we produce materials for, there is a free unit. For each paid unit, we 
offer a free lesson. For each textbook, we offer a free inspection copy and we will never ask 
you to return it or send a follow-up invoice. It’s yours to keep. 

Find a topic that you are teaching this week and request or download a free set of materials 
for it today. 

Visit our website at www.pgonline.co.uk and pick your subject area. Deliver your next lesson 
with our resources. Let us know how it goes and see how much time you save. 

All of our core materials are completely editable, written in the form you might write your 
own lessons using common Office documents. Once licenced, you can manipulate them in 
any way that best suits you and your school. Students can also have access via a secure VLE.

 
 

See how our free unit helps your teaching, delivery, students engagement and time 
management after just one block of lessons. Start using it in class today. 

No charge, no obligation and no risk.
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All our materials are completely editable meaning that you can adapt and 
customise them for your own teaching style, school delivery preferences, 
and because only you know your students best, for your students’ ability. 

Our resources do not have to change the way you do things, they will complement 
and enhance everything you already do, whenever you do it. Let them form a new base 
level of quality and consistency of delivery across the whole department. They provide 
a comprehensive, reliable library of proven resources which colleagues of any level of 
experience may dip into and out of at different rates. Many teachers use our materials out of 
the box for all lessons with wonderful results too. Support the whole department in ways that 
best suits each colleague, and see what impact the materials have on teaching and results 
next year.

In an independent survey of over 60,000 students in 2018, we found that the results of GCSE 
and A Level students increased significantly in schools using PG Online materials.

Following a survey of over 300 teachers in December 2018, teachers using PG Online 
materials saved an average of 3.2 hours per week. We would like to help you do the same.

How does this fit in your department?
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Making the decision to purchase

If you are close to making the decision on how best to support your department, we are 
here to help. Our payment options are simple.

Our materials are available in the same editable format, however you choose to pay. Our 
lifetime ownership option gives you the maximum value from a one-off price, whilst the 
budget plan allows you spread the same lifetime cost over up to three budget years. With 
these options, you can also pick and mix only those units that you feel will benefit you most 
urgently. The subscription packages provide a complete series of resources to you on an 
annual subscription for great flexibility. We will contact you annually for renewals and you can 
cancel at any time.

Our customer service is second to none. Our experienced teachers and subject experts are 
available to help and support you for the lifetime of the materials.

Our 100% guarantee extends to 100 days or roughly a school term in which time you can 
implement lessons and begin to see the results. We want you to be completely satisfied like 
over 100,000 UK teachers who have already let us take the weight off their shoulders.

No risk, no problem, and we hope you will agree, a no brainer. Contact us for more details 
and we would love to help get you started with instant access to a new generation of  
quality resources.

Pick & Mix Budget Plan Subscription Package

Select any units and make 
a one-off lifetime payment 
with a lifetime site licence

Spread the cost of a lifetme 
site licence over 2 or 3 
budget years

A complete series of units 
licenced annually
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“The lessons are a 
fantastic starting 
point for non-
specialists teaching 
maths for the first 
time. The material 
is covered, with 
conceptually sound 
explanations and 
probing questions 
embedded in those 
explanations.”
Heather Davis.  
Mathematics Education Consultant
Professional Development Lead for 
the NCETM

“I am so impressed 
with the resources. 
Never have I come 
across bought-
in resources like 
these!!”
Marvin Richardson-Grubb.  
Computer Science and IT 
Writhlington School

“Your customer 
service is excellent. 
I now understand 
why PG Online 
is so highly 
recommended by 
colleagues in other 
schools.”
Naushin Mirza
Deputy Head of Department
St John Payne Catholic School

Don’t just take our word for it

“As a department, 
we find the 
resources that PG 
Online produce 
are of a fantastic 
standard and depth. 
The resources have 
saved us hundreds 
of hours of time, 
and we are very 
grateful!”
Paul Briggs.  
Head of Design Technology 
The Blue Coat School

“I’d just like to 
express my thanks 
for the material 
and support. If 
I had needed to 
have made my 
own resources, the 
results wouldn’t 
have been as good.
Paul Sloane. 
Head of Computer Science 
Lady Manners School

“The resources we 
have received have 
been excellent. 
Students have 
really engaged 
with the content 
and it has enabled 
the business 
department to 
streamline our 
teaching.”
Alice McGinty.  
Head of Business Studies 
Coombe Boys’ School

“The PowerPoints 
helped my 
knowledge of the 
subject as a non 
specialist..”
Thomas Fincham.  
Department of Science 
Lutterworth College

“The worksheets 
relating to each 
part of the unit 
are excellent for 
consolidation.”
Fiona Peers. 
Head of Mathematics 
Akeley Wood School

“PG service is as slick 
as polished weasel 
grease!”
Gavin Nuttall-Owen.  
Head of Department 
Bishop Fox’s School



Get in touch!
We aren’t a complicated organisation. We are a small, independent 
publishers driven to help our teaching colleagues.

0845 840 0019

sales@pgonline.co.uk

support@pgonline.co.uk

www.pgonline.co.uk

The Old Coach House,
35 Main Road,
Tolpuddle,

Dorset DT2 7EW

Tel: +44 (0) 845 840 0019
Fax: +44 (0) 700 607 4150


